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SUBJECT MATTER
ACT OF STATE DOCTRINE
Note, First National City Bank v. Banco Nacional de Cuba, 406
U.S. 759 (1972). 3:117-32 Sprg '73
Note, Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. Buttes Gas & Oil Co., 331 F.
Supp. 92 (C.D. Cal. 1971), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 950 (1972).
3:133-40 Sprg '73
Note, The Pitfalls of Act of State Analysis in the Antitrust Con-
text: A Critique of Hunt v. Mobil Oil. 6:749-75 Sprg '77
Development, Mannington Mills, Inc. v. Congoleum Corp., 595 F.2d
1287 (3d Cir. 1979). 9:145-47 Wntr '80
Development, The Settlement Claims Case: Dames & Moore v. Re-
gan. 10:577-85 Sprg '81
See also Sovereign Immunity
ADMIRALTY
Determining the Extent of Admissibility of Reservations: Some
Considerations with Regard to the Third United Nations Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea, by L.L. Hazou. 9:69-83 Wntr '80
ADOPTION
Comment, Immigration Laws, Procedures, and Impediments Per-
taining to Intercountry Adoptions. 4:257-87 Fall '74
AFRICA
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in. National and International
Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Sfecial Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Old Orthodoxies Amid New Experiences: The South West Africa
(Namibia) Litigation and the Uncertain Jurisprudence of the
International Court of Justice, by E. Gordon. 1:65-92 Fall '71
Reflections on Education in International Law in Africa, by H.J.
Richardson III. 4:199-220 Fall '74
South Africa's "Independent" Homelands: An Exercise in Dena-
tionalization, by J. Dugard. 10:11-36 Fall '80
Treaty Acceptance in the African States, by A.P. Mutharika. 3:185-
96 Fall '73
Comment, Portuguese Africa: A Brief History of United Nations
Involvement. 4:133-51 Sprg '74
See also individual countries
AGGRESSION
Measuring the Growth and Decay of Transnational Norms Rele-
vant to the Control of Violence: A Prospectus for Research, by
C.W. Kegley, Jr. 5:425-39 Fall '75
Comment, The United Nations Definition of Aggression: A Prelimi-




Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Legal Aspects of the U.S.S.R. Grain Embargo, by J.R. Walczak.
10:279-97 Wntr '81
Legal Effects of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Agricultural
Commodities, by R.J. Zedalis. 10:89-111 Fall '80
See also Food, Technology
ANDEAN COMMON MARKET
The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
Venezuela and the Andean Common Market, by B.M. Carl & L.
Johnson. 7:151-96 Sprg '78
See also Integrated Economies
ANGOLA
Comment, Portuguese Africa: A Brief History of United Nations
Involvement. 4:133-51 Sprg '74.
ANTITRUST
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-170 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, Money, Monopoly, and the Contemporary
World Order, by B.T. Hopkins. 2:63-72 Sprg '72
Doing Business in the Federal Republic of Germany, by G. Kut-
schelis. 3:197-252 Fall '73
Comment, The Antitrust Legality of Territorial Allocation Between
a U.S. Parent Corporation and Less Developed Country Enter-
prises. 7:103-38 Fall '77
Comment, Parens Patriae Antitrust Suits by Foreign Nations.
6:705-48 Sprg '77
Note, Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. Buttes Gas & Oil Co., 331 F.
Supp. 92 (C.D. Cal. 1971), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 950 (1972).
3:133-40 Sprg '73
Note, The Pitfalls of Act of State Analysis in the Antitrust Con-
text: A Critique of Hunt v. Mobil Oil. 6:749-75 Sprg '77
Development, Act of State Doctrine: Mannington Mills, Inc. v.
Congoleum Corp., 595 F.2d 1287 (3d Cir. 1979). 9:145-47 Wntr '80
See also Business
APARTHEID
South Africa's "Independent" Homelands: An Exercise in Dena-
tionalization, by J. Dugard. 10:11-36 Fall '80
ARBITRATION
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal Perspective. 5:217-
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370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Negotiating for Dispute Settlement in Transnational Mineral Con-
tracts: Current Practice, Trends, and an Evaluation from the
Host Country's Perspective, by T.W. WAlde. 7:33-75 Fall '77
Comment, International Commercial Arbitration: The Nonarbitra-
ble Subject Matter Defense. 9:119-40 Wntr '80.
See also Business
ARMS CONTROL
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, The Role of the Developing Nations in the Arms
Control Decision Process, by T. Holton. 1:123-29 Fall '71
Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
4:111-32 Sprg '74
Comment, Legal Implications of Indian Nuclear Development.
4:237-56 Fall '74
ART
Regulation by the International Council of Museums: An Example
of the Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in the Transna-




Foreign Banking in the United States: Growth and Regulatory Is-
sues, by F.A. Lees. 5:463-83 Fall '75
Development, Foreign Asset Control-Tran Qui Han v. Blumen-
thal. 9:157-63 Wntr '80
Development, The Settlement Claims Case: Dames & Moore v. Re-
gan. 10:577-85 Sprg '81
See also Finance
BERMUDA
Comment, The Triangle Claims Another Victim: A Watery Grave
for the Original Bermuda Agreement Principles. 7:239-77 Sprg
'78
BOLIVIA
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
BOYCOTT
Taking Sides: An Overview of the U.S. Legislative Response to the
Arab Boycott of Israel, by R.B. Lake & J.M. Tate. 6:613-34 Sprg
'77
Taxing Boycotts and Bribes, by G.C. Hufbauer & J.G. Taylor.
6:589-611 Sprg '77
See also International Trade, Foreign Policy
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BRAZIL
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
BRIBERY
Taxing Boycotts and Bribes, by G.C. Hufbauer & J.G. Taylor.
6:589-611 Sprg '77
See also Criminal Law
BUSINESS
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Doing Business in the Federal Republic of Germany, by G. Kut-
schelis. 3:197-252 Fall '73
Foreign Banking in the U.S.: Growth and Regulatory Issues, by
F.A. Lees. 5:463-83 Fall '75
Foreign Situs Trusts, by M.S. Caldwell & P.B. Nagel. 6:675-704
Sprg '77
Impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 on Americans Working
Abroad, by M. Burge. 6:647-59 Sprg '77
Joint Ventures in the Republic of China: A Study in International
Business Cooperation, by P. Hsu, K.T. Li, & F.S.L. Wang. 3:59-
93 Sprg '73
OPEC in the Context of the Global Power Equation, by J. Amuze-
gar. 4:221-38 Fall '74
Taking Sides: An Overview of the U.S. Legislative Response to the
Arab Boycott of Israel, by R.B. Lake & J.M. Tate. 6:613-34 Sprg
'77
Tax Reform Act of 1976: Controlled Foreign Corporations, by R.W.
Graham. 6:661-741 Sprg '77
The Tax Reform Act of 1976: Treatment of Foreign Income and
Effects on U.S. Development of Foreign Mineral Resources, by
W.J. Nolan, Jr. 6:635-46 Sprg '77
Toward an International Commodity Agreement on Petroleum, by
C. Loumiet. 5:485-523 Fall '75
Comment, The Antitrust Regularity of Territorial Allocations Be-
tween a U.S. Parent Corporation and Less Developed Country
Enterprise. 7:103-38 Fall '77
Comment, The I.R.S. and the Foreign Tax Credit: The Restrictive
View of Revenue Ruling 78-61. 8:475-85 Sprg '79
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Note, Accepting Jurisdiction in Foreign Patent Validity
Suits-Packard Instrument Co. v. Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
346 F. Supp. 408 (1972). 6:191-204 Sprg '76
Note, Jurisdiction in Transnational Securities Fraud-Securities
& Exchange Commission v. Kasser, 548 F.2d 109 (3d Cir. 1977).
7:279-98 Sprg '78
Note, The Pitfalls of Act of State Analysis in the Antitrust Con-
text: A Critique of Hunt v. Mobil Oil. 6:749-75 Sprg '77
Development, Letters of Credit-American Bell International, Inc.
v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 474 F. Supp. 420 (S.D.N.Y. 1979), by
D.T. Biermann. 9:164-68 Wntr '80
See also Antitrust, Arbitration, Corporations, Integrated Economies,
International Trade, Investment, Taxation, Trade
CANADA
Development, The Proposed United States-Canada Income Tax




Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Comment, U.S. Human Rights Policy Toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe During the Carter Administration. 9:85-118
Wntr '80
Note, Treaty Termination and the Separation of Powers: The Con-
stitutional Controversy Continues in Goldwater v. Carter, 100
S.Ct. 533 (1979) (Mem.). 9:239-60 Summ '80
CHILE
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Note, Anaconda Co. v. Corporation del Cobre, 55 F.R.D. 16
(S.D.N.Y. 1972), cert. denied 93 S.Ct. 2735 (1973). 3:305-11 Fall
'73
CHINA, PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF
Trademark Protection in the People's Republic of China, by H.
Dawid. 9:217-30 Summ '80
Book Review, Law and the Indo-China War, by J.N. Moore. 3:147-
51 Sprg '73
CHINA, REPUBLIC OF
Joint Ventures in the Republic of China: A Study in International
Business Cooperation, by H.S.P. Hsu, K.T. Li, & F.S.L. Wang.
3:59-93 Sprg '73
Note, Treaty Termination and the Separation of Powers: The Con-
stitutional Controversy Continues in Goldwater v. Carter, 100
S.Ct. 533 (1979) (Mem.). 9:239-60 Summ '80
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CITIZENSHIP
South Africa's "Independent" Homelands: An Exercise in Dena-
tionalization, by J. Dugard. 10:11-36 Fall '80






Symposium: Global Climatic Change. 10:463-535 Sprg '81. See Sym-
posia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Economic and Techno-
logical Issues in National and International Perspectives. 6:225-
587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
See also Environment, Natural Resources, Pollution, Water Law,
Weather
COMMODITIES
Legal Effects of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Agricultural




Faculty Comment, Law and Economic Development, by L.J.
Theberge. 9:231-38 Summ '80
CONFLICTS OF LAW
Development, Forum Non Conveniens: Limiting Access to Federal
Courts for Transnational Disputes. 10:379-85 Wntr '81
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific c6ntents.
The Constitution of the Northern Mariana Islands: Does a Differ-
ent Cultural Setting Justify Different Constitutional Stan-
dards?, by J.A. Branch, Jr. 9:35-67 Wntr '80
Note, Treaty Termination and the Separation of Powers: The Con-
stitutional Controversy Continues in Goldwater v. Carter, 100
S.Ct. 533 (1979) (Mem.). 9:239-60 Summ '80
Book Review, War, Foreign Affairs, and Constitutional Power: The
Origins, by A.D. Sofaer (1976). Reviewed by M.G. Newkirk.
7:299-302 Sprg '78
See also Human Rights
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CONTRACTS
Development, The European Convention on Contractual Obliga-






Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
See also Multi-National Corporations
COURTS
Book Review, An International Criminal Court, A Step Toward
World Peace-A Documentary History and Analysis, by B.J.
Ferencz (2 vols. 1980). Reviewed by W.M. Beaney. 10:387-90
Wntr '81
See also European Court of Justice, Jurisdiction
CRIMINAL LAW
Special Topic-The Prevention and Control of International Terror-
ism. 3:279-83 Fall '73. See Symposia/Special Topics index for spe-
cific contents.
Special Topic-Transnational Control of Narcotics. 3:275-79 Fall
'73. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, Politicide: The Necessity of an International
Court of Criminal Justice, by L. Kutner. 2:55-61 Sprg '72
Political Crimes: An Historical Perspective, by M.D. Szabo. 2:7-22
Sprg '72
Regulation by the International Council of Museums: An Example
of the Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in the Transna-
tional Legal Process, by J.A.R. Nafziger. 2:231-53 Fall '72
Responses to Crimes of Discrimination and Genocide: An Appraisal
of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,
by W.M. Reisman. 1:29-64 Fall '71
Taxing Boycotts and Bribes, by G.C. Hufbauer & J.G. Taylor.
6:589-611 Sprg '77
Book Review, A Treatise on International Criminal Law, by M.C.
Bassiouni & V.P. Nanda (eds.) (1973). Reviewed by J.F. Murphy.
4:153-60 Sprg '74
CURRENCY
Development, The European Monetary System and the European
Currency Unit. 10:175-78 Fall '80
Development, Foreign Asset Control-Tran Qui Than v. Blumen-
thal, 469 F. Supp. 1202 (N.D. Cal. 1979). 9:157-63 Wntr '80
Development, Letters of Credit-American Bell Int'l, Inc. v.
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Islamic Republic of Iran, 474 F. Supp. 420 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).
9:164-68 Wntr '80
DETENTE
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Dtente and World Or-
der, by J. Korbel. 6:9-18 Sprg '76
Comment, The Coriference on Security and Cooperation in Europe:
Implications for Soviet-American Dtente. 6:122-58 Sprg '76
DEVELOPING NATIONS
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
The Role of the Developing Nations in the Arms Control Decision
Process, by T. Holton. 1:123-29 Fall '71
Small Nations at the United Nations: The Experience of Singa-
pbre, by S. Jayakumar. 3:95-106 Sprg '73
See Lesser Developed Countries
DIPLOMACY
Development, Diplomatic Immunity-United States v. Enger, 472
F. Supp. 490 (D.N.J. 1978). 9:148-52 Wntr '80
DISARMAMENT
The Role of the Developing Nations in the Arms Control Decision
Process, by T. Holton. 1:123-29 Fall '71
The Use of Conditions in Foreign Relations Legislation, by T.J.
Balmer. 7:197-238 Sprg '78
Comment, Legal Implications of Jndian Nuclear Development.
4:237-56 Fall '74








Development, Vance v. Terrazas Expands the Erosion of the Equal
Rights of Dual Nationals. 9:265-70 Summ '80
See Nationality
DUMPING
Note, Hard Times for Bounty Hunters: Zenith Radio Corp. v.
United States, 98 S.Ct. 2441 (1978). 8:487-510 Sprg '79
EASTERN EUROPE
Comment, U.S. Human Rights Policy Toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe During the Carter Administration. 9:85-118 Fall
'80
ECONOMICS
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
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cial Topics index for specific contents.
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Symposium: Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Comparative Evolution of Technology Transfer Policies in Latin
America: The Practical Realities, by R.J. Radway. 9:197-215
Summ '80
Law and Economic Development, by L.J. Theberge. 9:231-38 Summ
'80
Money, Monopoly, and the Contemporary World Order, by B.T.
Hopkins. 2:63-72 Sprg '72
Toward an International Agreement on Petroleum, by C. Loumiet.
5:485-523 Fall '75
EGYPT
Dialogue: The Legal Status of the PLO. 10:221-78 Wntr '81. See
Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:373-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Comment, Peacekeeping Aspects of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty and Consequences for United Nations Peacekeeping.
10:113-53 Fall '80
Development, ICJ Advisory Opinion: 1951 WHO-Egypt Treaty.
10:561-68 Sprg '81
EMBARGOES
Legal Aspects of the U.S.S.R. Grain Embargo, by J.R. Walczak.
10:279-97 Wntr '81
See also Foreign Policy, International Trade
ENERGY
Special Topic: Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
OPEC In the Context of the Global Power Equation, by J. Amuze-
gar. 4:221-38 Fall '74
See also Natural Resources
ENVIRONMENT
Symposium: Global Climatic Change. 10:463-535 Sprg '81. See Sym-
posia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in National and International
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Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
An Equitable Regime for Seabed and Ocean Subsoil Resources, by
T.M. Franck, T.M. Kennedy, & C.V. Trinko. 4:161-86 Fall '74
International Control of River Water Pollution, by F.V. Witaschek.
2:35-54 Sprg '72
Oil Pollution by Ocean Vessels-An Environmental Tragedy: The
Legal Regime of Flags of Convenience, Multilateral Conventions,
and Coastal States, by P.S. Dempsey & L.L. Helling. 10:37-87
Fall '80
The Role of International Law and Institutions Toward Developing
a Global Plan of Action on Population, by V.P. Nanda. 3:1-44
Sprg '73
Toward an International Commodity Agreement on Petroleum, by
C. Loumiet. 5:485-523 Fall '75
Comment, Model Statute: International Drainage Basin Pollution
Control. 2:89-106 Sprg '72
See also Pollution, Natural Resources, Climate, Water Law,
Weather
EURATOM
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
EUROPE
Development, The European Convention on Contractual Obliga-
tions. 10:165-68 Fall '80
Development, The European Monetary System and the European
Currency Unit. 10:175-78 Fall '80
See also individual countries
EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE
The European Court of Justice Judgement in United Brands: Ex-
traterritorial Jurisdiction and Abuse of Dominant Position, by
J.J. Norton. 8:379-414 Sprg '79
Development, The European Convention on Contractual Obliga-
tions. 10:165-68 Fall '80
See also Jurisdiction
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
Development, The European Convention on Contractual Obliga-
tions. 10:165-68 Fall '80
Development, The European Monetary System and the European
Currency Unit. 10:175-78 Fall '80
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EXPATRIATION
Development, Vance v. Terrazas Expands the Erosion of the Equal
Rights of Dual Nationals. 9:265-70 Summ '80
EXPORT-IMPORT
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Comment, United States Export of Banned Products: Legal and
Moral Implications. 10:537-60 Sprg '81
Note, Hard Times for Bounty Hunters: Zenith Radio Corp. v.
United States, 98 S.Ct. 2441 (1978). 8:487-510 Sprg '79
See International Trade
EXPROPRIATION
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
See also Nationalization
EXTRADITION
Development, Eain v. Wilkes: Establishing the Parameters of the
Political Offense Exception in Extradition Treaties. 10:596-602
Sprg '81
Development, Rosado v. Civiletti Tests the United States-Mexico
Prisoner Transfer Treaty. 10:161-64 Fall '80
FINANCE
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Money, Monopoly, and the Contemporary World Order, by B.T.
Hopkins. 2:63-72 Sprg '72
Development, The European Monetary System and the European
Currency Unit. 10:175-78 Fall '80
Development, Letters of Credit-American Bell International, Inc.
v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 474 F. Supp. 420 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).
9:164-68 Wntr '80
FOOD
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Legal Aspects of the U.S.S.R. Grain Embargo, by J.R. Walczak.
10:279-97 Wntr '81
Selected Legal Issues in the World Population/Food Equation, by
V.P. Nanda. 7:77-101 Fall '77
FOREIGN AID
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
Development, Foreign Asset Control-Tran Qui Than v. Blumen-
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thal, 469 F. Supp. 1202 (N.D. Cal. 1979). 9:157-63 Wntr '80
See also International Trade
FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
FOREIGN POLICY
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Human Rights and Arms Transfer Policy, by C.W. Tarr. 8:573-90
Spcl '79
International Law as an Instrument of National Policy, by C.H.
Brower. 3:285-91 Fall '73
Peremptory Norms-Maybe Even Less Metaphysical and Worri-
some, by R. Rosenstock. 5:167-70 Sprg '75
Comment, U.S. Human Rights Policy Toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe During the Carter Administration. 9:85-118
Wntr '80
Book Review, The Foreign Affairs Fudge Factory, by J.F. Campbell
(1971). Reviewed by W.M. Beaney. 2:287-95 Fall '72
Book Review, War, Foreign Affairs, and Constitutional Power: The
Origins, by A.D. Sofaer, (1976). Reviewed by M.G. Newkirk.
7:299-302 Sprg '78
FOREIGN TRADE
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal A Perspective.
5:217-370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Foreign Trade Zones: Sub-Zones, State Taxation and State Legis-
lation, by J.J. Atkins, S.J. Doyle, & W.D. Schwidetzky. 8:445-73
Sprg '79
Development, Foreign Trade Zones-A.T. Cross Co. v. Sunil Trad-
ing Corp., 467 F. Supp. 47 (S.D.N.Y. 1979). 9:153-56 Wntr '80
See also International Trade
FRANCE
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
4:111-32 Sprg '74
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GATT
GATT, Altered Economics, and DISC: A Legitimate Application of
Rebus Sic Stantibus, by Theodore L. Banks. 5:121-34 Sprg '75
Book Review, International Claims: Postwar French Practice, by
B.H. Weston (1971). Reviewed by V.P. Nanda. 1:130-34 Fall '71
See also International Trade
GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
Doing Business in the Federal Republic of Germany, by G. Kut-
schelis. 3:197-252 Fall '73
HAMBURG RULES
Development, Risk of Loss in Shipping Under the Hamburg Rules.
10:568-76 Sprg '81
HELSINKI CONFERENCE
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, D&tente and World Or-
der, by J. Korbel. 6:9-18 Sprg '76
See also Human Rights
HOSTAGES
International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages: Another
International Community Step Against Terrorism, by R. Rosen-
stock. 9:169-95 Summ '80
The Iran Hostage Crisis and the International Court of Justice:
Aspects of the Case Concerning United States Diplomatic and
Consular Staff in Tehran, by A. Rafat. 10:425-462 Sprg '81
Development, The International Court of Justice- United States v.
Iran. 9:277-80 Summ '80
HUMAN RIGHTS
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal Perspecitive. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Global Human Rights:
Challenges and Prospects, by C.C. Ferguson. 8:367-77 Sprg '79
An Appraisal of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Dis-
crimination, by W.M. Reisman. 1:29-64 Fall '71
From Ghandi to Ghandi-International Responses to the Destruc-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in India, by
V.P. Nanda. 6:19-42 Sprg '76
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: Back-
ground and Perspective on Article 9(1), by P. Hassan. 3:153-83
Fall '73
Responses to Crimes of Discrimination and Genocide: National Mi-
norities in International Law, by J.B. Kelly. 3:253-73 Fall '73
The Right to Movement and Travel Abroad: Some Observations on
the U.N. Deliberations, by V.P. Nanda. 1:109-22 Fall '71
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The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in the New United
Nations Procedure for Human Rights Complaints, by M. Prasad.
5:441-62 Fall '75
The Social Science Study of International Law: Review of W.
Gould & M. Barkun, International Law and the Social Sciences
(1970). Reviewed by S.S. Malawer. 2:23-33 Sprg '72
United Nations Measures to Combat Racial Discrimination: Pro-
gress and Problems in Retrospect, by I.I. Dore. 10:299-338 Wntr
'81
The Use of Conditions in Foreign Relations Legislation, by T.A.
Balmer. 7:197-238 Sprg '78
Comment, Human Rights and Uganda's Expulsion of its Asian Mi-
nority. 3:107-15 Sprg '73
Comment, U.S. Human Rights Policy Toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe During the Carter Administration. 9:85-118
Wntr '80
Development, Filartiga v. Pena-Irala: Providing Federal Jurisdic-
tion for Human Rights Violations through the Alien Tort Stat-
ute. 10:355-59 Wntr '81
Development, Rosado v. Civiletti Tests the United States-Mexico
Prisoner Transfer Treaty. 10:161-64 Fall '80
Book Review, Human Dignity, The Internationalization of Human
Rights, by A.H. Henkin (ed.) (1979). Reviewed by L.C. Green.
9:287-90 Summ '80
Book Review, Human Rights and World Public Order, The Basic
Policies of an International Law of Human Dignity, by M.S. Mc-
Dougal, H.D. Lasswell, & L. Chen (1980). Reviewed by G.W.
Shepherd. 10:179-83 Fall '80
Book Review, The International Law and Policy of Human Wel-
fare, by R.S.J. Macdonald, D.M. Johnston, & G.L. Morris (eds.)
(1978). Reviewed by V.P. Nanda. 10:185-92 Fall '80
IMMIGRATION
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Comment, Immigration Laws, Procedures and Impediments Per-
taining to Intercountry Adoptions, by P.K. Driessen. 4:257-87
Fall '74
Development, The Refugee Act of 1980. 10:155-59 Fall '80
Development, Vance v. Terrazas Expands the Erosion of the Equal
Rights of Dual Nationals. 9:265-70 Summ '80
See also Refugees
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INDIA
From Ghandhi to Ghandhi-International Responses to the De-
struction of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in India,
by V.P. Nanda. 6:19-42 Sprg '76
Comment, Legal Implications of Indian Nuclear Development.
4:237-56 Fall '74
Book Review, Law and the Indo-China War, by J.N. Moore (1971).
Reviewed by P.M. Bowman. 3:147-51 Sprg '73
INTEGRATED ECONOMIES
Venezuela and the Andean Common Market, by B.M. Carl & L.
Johnson. 7:151-96 Sprg '78
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Trademark Protection in the People's Republic of China, by H.
Dawid. 9:217-30 Summ '80
Note, Accepting Jurisdiction in Foreign Patent Validity
Suits-Packard Instrument Co. v. Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
346 F. Supp. 408 (1972). 6:191-204 Sprg '76
Development, Foreign Trade Zones-A.T. Cross Co. v. Sunil Trad-
ing Corp. 467 F. Supp. 47 (S.D.N.Y. 1979). 9:153-56 Wntr '80
INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
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Comment, Prospects for Nuclear Proliferation and its Control.
6:159-90 Sprg '76
INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS
Book Review, International Claims: Postwar French Practice, by
B.H. Weston (1971). Reviewed by V.P. Nanda. 1:130-34 Fall '71
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
The Iran Hostage Crisis and the International Court of Justice:
Aspects of the Case Concerning United States Diplomatic and
Consular Staff in Tehran, by A. Rafat. 10:425-62 Sprg '81
Old Orthodoxies Amid New Experiences: The South West Africa
(Namibia) Litigation and the Uncertain Jurisprudence of the
International Court of Justice, by E. Gordon. 1:65-92 Fall '71
Revisions of the International Legal Order, by P.C. Jessup. 10:1-10
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Development, ICJ Advisory Opinion: 1951 WHO-Egypt Treaty.
10:561-68 Sprg '81
Development, The International Court of Justice-United States v.
Iran. 9:277-80 Summ '80
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Faculty Comment, International Law and Rawls' Theory of Justice,
by A. D'Amato. 5:525-37 Fall '75
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porary Public International Law, by T.O. Elias. 10:409-23 Sprg
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Faculty Comment, Revisions of the International Legal Order, by
P.C. Jessup. 10:1-10 Fall '80
International Law as an Instrument of National Policy, by C.N.
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The Iran Hostage Crisis and the International Court of Justice:
Aspects of the Case Concerning United States Diplomatic and
Consular Staff in Tehran, by A. Rafat. 10:425-62 Sprg '81
Peremptory Norms of International Law: Their Source, Function
and Future, by N.G. Onuf & R.K. Birney. 4:187-98 Fall '74
Reflections on Education in International Law in Africa, by H.J.
Richardson, III. 4:199-220 Fall '74
World Peace Through Law, by C. Rhyne. 2:1-6 Sprg '72
Development, Fernandez v. Wilkinson: Making the United States
Accountable Under Customary International Law. 10:360-65
Wntr '81
Book Review, The International Law and Policy of Human Wel-
fare, by R.S.J. Macdonald, D.M. Johnston, & G.L. Morris (eds.)
(1978). Reviewed by V.P. Nanda. 10:185-92 Fall '80
Book Review, Law and the Indo-China War, by J.N. Moore (1971).
Reviewed by P.M. Bowman. 3:147-51 Sprg '73
Book Review, Law, Institutions and The Global Environment, by
J.L. Hargrove (ed.) (1972). Reviewed by A. Utton. 3:141-45 Sprg
'73
Book Review, The Social Science Study of International Law: Re-
view of W. Gould & M. Barkun, International Law and the So-
cial Sciences, (1970). Reviewed by S.S. Malawer. 2:23-33 Sprg '72
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Faculty Comment, Collective Legitimization in International Orga-
nizations: Concept and Practice, by T.L. Brewer. 2:73-88 Sprg '72
Book Review, Law, Institutions, and The Global Environment, by
J.L. Hargrove (ed.) (1972). Reviewed by A. Utton. 3:141-45 Sprg
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See also Non-governmental organizations, United Nations
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:373-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Soviet Tactics in Inter-
national Lawmaking, by J.N. Hazard. 7:9-32 Fall '77
Faculty Comment, Marxian Socialist Law and the Law Reviews, by
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An Equitable Regime for Seabed and Ocean Subsoil Resources, by
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International Law as an Instrument of National Policy, by C.N.
Brower. 3:285-91 Fall '73
Measuring the Growth and Decay of Transnational Norms Rele-
vant to the Control of Violence: A Prospective for Research, by
C.W. Kegley, Jr. 5:425-39 Fall '75
OPEC in the Context of the Global Power Equation, by J. Amuze-
gar. 4:221-28 Fall '74
Weapon Regulation, Military Necessity, and Legal Standards: Are
Contemporary Department of Defense "Practices" Inconsistent
with Legal Norms?, by J.J. Paust. 4:229-35 Fall '75
Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
4:111-32 Sprg '74
See also International Trade, Foreign Policy, Investment
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International Control of River Water Pollution, by F.V. Witaschek.
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cial Topics index for specific contents.
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Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
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The European Court of Justice Judgment in United Brands: Ex-
traterritorial Jurisdiction and Abuse of Dominant Position, by
J.J. Norton. 8:379-414 Sprg '79
Foreign Trade Zones: Sub-Zones, State Taxation, and State Legis-
lation, by J.J. Atkins, S.J. Doyle, & W.D. Schwidetzky. 8:445-73
Sprg '79
Legal Effects on the Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Agricultural
Commodities, by R.J. Zedalis. 10:89-111 Fall '80
The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
Toward an International Commodity Agreement on Petroleum, by
C. Loumiet. 5:485-523 Fall '75
Note, Import-Export Clause-Kosydar v. National Cash Register,
Co., 417 U.S. 62 (1974). 5:157-65 Sprg '75
Development, Foreign Asset Control-Tran Qui Than v. Blumen-
thal, 469 F. Supp. 1202 (N.D. Cal. 1979). 9:157-63 Wntr '80
Development, Foreign Trade Zones-A.T. Cross Co. v. Sunil Trad-
ing Corp., 467 F. Supp. 47 (S.D.N.Y. 1979). 9:153-56 Wntr '80
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See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Foreign Banking in the United States: Growth and Regulatory Is-
sues, by F.A. Lees. 5:463-83 Fall '75
Comment, Foreign Investment in Thailand: The Effect of Recent
Legislation. 3:293-304 Fall '73
Book Review, Investment Laws of the World: The Developing
Countries, issued by the International Centre for the Settlement
of Investment Disputes (1973). Reviewed by D.W. Hoagland.
3:313-14 Fall '73
IRAN
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
The Iranian Hostage Crisis and the International Court of Justice:
Aspects of the Case Concerning U.S. Diplomatic and Consular
Staff in Tehran, by A. Rafat. 10:425-62 Sprg '81
Development, The International Court of Justice-United States v.
Iran. 9:277-80 Summ '80
Development, Letters of Credit-American Bell International, Inc.
v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 474 F. Supp. 420 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).
9:164-68 Wntr '80
Development, The Settlement Claims Case: Dames & Moore v. Re-
gan. 10:577-85 Sprg '81
IRAQ
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
ISRAEL
Dialogue: The Legal Status of the PLO. 10:221-78 Wntr '81. See
Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:371-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
The Palestine Liberation Organization's Claim to Status: A Juridi-
cal Analysis Under International Law, by A.F. Kassim. 9:1-33
Wntr '80
Taking Sides: An Overview of the U.S. Legislative Response to the
Arab Boycott, by J.M. Tate & R.B. Lake. 6:613-34 Sprg '77
Comment, Peacekeeping Aspects of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty and Consequences for United Nations Peacekeeping.
10:113-53 Fall '80
JAPAN
Note, Hard Times for Bounty Hunters: Zenith Radio Corp. v.
United States, 98 S.Ct. 2441 (1978). 8:487-510 Sprg '79
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Joint Ventures in the Republic of China: A Study in International
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Business Cooperation, by P.S.P. Hsu, K. Li, & F.S.L. Wang. 3:59-
93 Sprg '73
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The Palestine Liberation Organization's Claim to Status: A Juridi-
cal Analysis Under International Law, by A.F. Kassim. 9:1-33
Wntr '80
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The European Court of Justice Judgment in United Brands: Ex-
traterritorial Jursidiction and Abuse of Dominant Position, by
J.J. Norton. 8:379-414 Sprg '79
Note, Accepting Jurisdiction in Foreign Patent Validity
Suits-Packard Instrument Co. v. Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
346 F. Supp. 408 (1972). 6:191-204 Sprg '76
Note, Jurisdiction in Transnational Securities Fraud
Cases-Securities & Exchange Commission v. Kasser, 548 F.2d
109 (3d Cir. 1977). 7:279-98 Sprg '78
Development, Federal Diversity Jurisdiction for Naturalized Dual
Nationals-Sadat v. Mertes. 9:271-75 Summ '80
Development, Filartiga v. Pena-Irala: Providing Federal Jurisdic-
tion for Human Rights Violations through the Alien Tort Stat-
ute. 10:355-59 Wntr '81
Development, Foreign Trade Zones-A.T. Cross Co. v. Sunil Trad-
ing Corp. 9:153-56 Wntr '80
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Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
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Doing Business in the Federal Republic of Germany, by G. Kut-
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Development, Sovereign Immunity-International Association of
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Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
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America: The Practical Realities, by R.J. Radway. 9:197-215
Summ '80
The Rising Utility of Public International Corporations, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
See also individual countries
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Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Charting a New Course
in the Law of the Sea Negotiations, by J.N. Moore. 10:207-19
Wntr '81
The Law of the High Seas in Time of Peace, by M.S. McDougal.
3:45-58 Sprg '73
Oil Pollution by Ocean Vessels-An Environmental Tragedy: The
Legal Regime of Flags of Convenience, Multilateral Conventions,
and Coastal States, by P.S. Dempsey & L.L. Helling. 10:37-87
Fall '80
Comment, Dispute Settlement Mechanisms in the Draft Conven-
tion on the Law of the Sea. 10:331-54 Wntr '81
LEAGUE OF NATIONS
National Minorities as Legal Persons, by J.B. Kelly. 3:253-73 Fall
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Old Orthodoxies Amid New Experiences: The South West Africa
(Namibia) Litigation and the Uncertain Jurisprudence of the
International Court of Justice, by E. Gordon. 1:65-92 Fall '71
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Marxian Socialist Law and the Law Reviews, by J.N. Hazard.
2:281-86 Fall '72
Measuring the Growth and Decay of Transnational Norms Rele-
vant to the Control of Violence: A Prospectus for Research, by
C.W. Kegley, Jr. 5:425-39 Fall '75
Reflections on Education in International Law in Africa, by H.J.
Richardson III. 4:199-220 Fall '74
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Development, The International Air Transportation Competition
Act of 1979. 9:261-63 Summ '80
Development, The Refugee Act of 1980. 10:155-59 Fall '80
LESSER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (LDC's)
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, Law and Economic Development, by L.J.
Theberge. 9:231-38 Summ '80
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Enterprises. 7:103-38 Fall '77
Book Review, Investment Laws of the World: The Developing
Countries, compiled and edited by the International Centre for
the Settlement of Investment Disputes (1973). Reviewed by D.W.
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Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
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Joint Ventures in the Republic of China: A Study in International
Business Cooperation, by P.S.P. Hsu, K.T. Li, & F.S.L. Wang.
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See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Development, Rosado v. Civiletti Tests the United States-Mexico
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The Constitution of the Northern Mariana Islands: Does a Differ-
ent Cultural Setting Justify Different Constitutional Stan-
dards?, by J.A. Branch, Jr. 9:35-67 Wntr '80
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Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
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Dialogue: The Legal Status of the PLO. 10:221-78 Wntr '81. See
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The Palestine Liberation Organization's Claim to Status: A Juridi-
cal Analysis Under International Law, by A.F. Kassim. 9:1-33
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See also individual countries
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MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS
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tion and the Income Source Determination Rules, by J.L. Rup-
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The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
Book Review, Multinational Enterprises in the West and East, by
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NAMIBIA
Old Orthodoxies Amid New Experiences: The South West Africa
(Namibia) Litigation and the Uncertain Jurisprudence of the
International Court of Justice, by E. Gordon. 1:65-92 Fall '71
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Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 3:275-79 Fall
'73. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
NATIONALITY
South Africa's "Independent" Homelands: An Exercise in Dena-
tionalization, by J. Dugard. 10:11-36 Fall '80
Development, Vance v. Terrazas Expands the Erosion of the Equal
Rights of Dual Nationals. 9:265-70 Summ '80




Development, Federal Diversity Jurisdiction for Naturalized Dual
Nationals-Sadat v. Mertes. 9:271-75 Summ '80
See also Immigration, Refugees
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Symposium: Global Climatic Change. 10:463-535 Sprg '81. See Sym-
posia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in National and International
Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
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Negotiating for Dispute Settlement in Transnational Mineral Con-
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The Tax Reform Act of 1976: Treatment of Foreign Income and
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NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES (NIC's)
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The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in the New United
Nations Procedures for Human Rights Complaints, by M.
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Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
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The Constitution of the Northern Mariana Islands: Does a Differ-
ent Cultural Setting Justify Different Constitutional Stan-
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The Palestine Liberation Organization's Claim to Status: A Juridi-
cal Analysis Under International Law, by Anis F. Kassim. 9:1-33
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PEACEKEEPING
Comment, Peacekeeping Aspects of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty and Consequences for United Nations Peacekeeping.
10:113-53 Fall '80
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Faculty Comment, International Law and Rawl's Theory of Justice,
by A. D'Amato. 5:525-37 Fall '75
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Faculty Comment, Weapons Regulation, Military Necessity and
Legal Standards: Are Contemporary Department of Defense
"Practices" Inconsistent with Legal Norms?, by J.J. Paust. 4:229-
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Measuring the Growth and Decay of Transnational Norms Rele-
vant to the Control of Violence: A Prospectus for Research, by
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of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,
by W.M. Reisman. 1:29-64 Fall '71
United Nations Measures to Combat Racial Discrimination: Pro-
gress and Problems in Retrospect, by I.I. Dore. 10:299-330 Wntr
'81
Comment, Human Rights and Uganda's Expulsion of its Asian Mi-
nority. 3:107-15 Sprg '73
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
See also Environment, Pollution
REAL ESTATE
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
REFUGEES









Development, Risk of Loss in Shipping Under the Hamburg Rules.
10:568-76 Sprg '81
Development, Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ltd. v. S.S.
Elikon-The Carriage of Goods by Sea Act and Forum Selection
Clauses. 10:593-96 Sprg '81
SINGAPORE
Small Nations at the United Nations: The Experience of Singa-
pore, by S. Jayakumar. 3:95-106 Sprg '73
SOCIAL SCIENCES
The Social Science Study of International Law: Review of W.
Gould & M. Barkun, International Law and the Social Sciences




South Africa's "Independent" Homelands: An Exercise in Dena-
tionalization, by J. Dugard. 10:11-36 Fall '80
SOUTH AMERICA
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
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cial Topics index for specific contents.
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Venezuela and the Andean Common Market, by B.N. Carl & L.
Johnson. 7:151-96 Sprg '78
Note, Anaconda Co. v. Corpora6ion del Cobre, 55 F.R.D. 16
(S.D.N.Y. 1972), cert. denied, 93 S.Ct. 2735 (1973). 3:305-11 Fall
'73
See also individual countries
SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:125-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
Note, Anaconda Co. v. Corporacion del Cobre, 55 F.R.D. 16
(S.D.N.Y. 1972), cert. denied, 93 S.Ct. 2735 (1973). 3:305-11 Fall
'73
Development, Sovereign Immunity-International Association of
Machinists v. OPEC, 477 F. Supp. 553 (C.D. Cal. 1979). 9:141-44
Wntr '80
SPACE
Freedom of Exploration and Use in the Outer Space Treaty: A
Textual Analysis and Interpretation, by S. Gorove. 1:93-107 Fall
'71
Development, The Moon Treaty. 9:281-85 Summ '80
SPANISH SAHARA
Comment, The March on the Spanish Sahara: A Test of Interna-
tional Law. 6:95-121 Sprg '76
SRI LANKA
Symposium: Expropriation. 2:175-230 Fall '72. See Symposia/Spe-
cial Topics index for specific contents.
SYRIA
Symposium: The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:371-423 Fall '75.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
The Palestine Liberation Organization's Claim to Status: A Juridi-
cal Analysis Under International Law, by A.F. Kassim. 9:1-33
Wntr '80
TAIWAN
See China, Republic of
TANZANIA
The Tanzanian Permanent Commission of Inquiry-The
Ombudsman, by B. Frank. 2:255-79 Fall '72
TARIFFS
Note, Hard Times for Bounty Hunters: Zenith Radio Corporation
v. United States, 98 S.Ct. 2441 (1978). 8:487-510 Sprg '79




Symposium: International Aspects of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
6:589-704 Sprg '77. See Symposia/Special Topics index for spe-
cific contents.
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Doing Business in the Federal Republic of Germany, by G. Kut-
schelis. 3:197-252 Fall '73
Foreign Situs Trusts, by M.S. Caldwell & P.B. Nagel. 6:675-704
Sprg '77
Foreign-Trade Zones: Sub-Zones, State Taxation and State Legis-
lation, by J.J. Atkins III, S.J. Doyle, & W.D. Schwidetzky. 8:445-
73 Sprg '79
Impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 on Americans Working
Abroad, by M. Burge. 6:647-59 Sprg '77
Joint Ventures in the Republic of China: A Study in International
Business Cooperation, by P.S.P. Hsu, K.T. Li, & F.S.L. Wang.
3:59-93 Sprg '73
Management Services Agreements with a Foreign Parent Corpora-
tion and the Income Source Determination Rules, by J.L. Rup-
pert. 8:415-43 Sprg '79
Oil and Gas Taxation: A Study in Reform, by S.M. Guerin. 8:127-77
Wntr '79
Taxing Boycotts and Bribes, by G.C. Hufbauer & J.G. Taylor.
6:589-611 Sprg '77
The Tax Reform Act of 1976: Treatment of Foreign Income and
Effects on U.S. Development of Foreign Mineral Resources, by
W.J. Nolan, Jr. 6:635-46 Sprg '77
Comment, Foreign Investment in Thailand: The Effect of Recent
Legislation. 3:293-304 Fall '73
Comment, The I.R.S. and the Foreign Tax Credit: The Restrictive
View of Revenue Ruling 78-61. 8:475-85 Sprg '79
Note, Hard Times for Bounty Hunters: Zenith Radio Corporation
v. United States, 98 S.Ct. 2441 (1978). 8:487-510 Sprg '79
Development, The Proposed United States-Canada Income Tax
Treaty. 10:169-73 Fall '80
TECHNOLOGY, TRANSFER OF
Symposium: Mexican Foreign Investment Laws. 4:1-109 Sprg '74.
See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Comparative Evolution of Technology Transfer Policies in Latin
America: The Practical Realities, by R.J. Radway. 9:197-215
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Summ '80
TERRORISM
Special Topic-The Prevention and Control of International Terror-
ism. 3:279-82 Fall '73. See Symposia/Special Topics index for spe-
cific contents.
Faculty Comment, Sowing the Wind: Rebellion and Violence in
Theory and Practice, by R.A. Friedlander. 6:83-93 Sprg '76
THAILAND
Comment, Foreign Investment in Thailand: The Effect of Recent






Development, Foreign Trade Zones-A.T. Cross Co. v. Sunil Trad-




The Right to Movement and Travel Abroad: Some Observations on
the U.N. Deliberations, by V.P. Nanda. 1:109-22 Fall '71
Development, The International Air Transportation Competition
Act of 1979. 9:261-63 Summ '80
Development, Risk of Loss in Shipping Under the Hamburg Rules.
10:568-76 Sprg '81
TREATIES
Symposium: International Business Transactions-Tax and Non-
Tax Aspects. 5:1-165 Sprg '75. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:373-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, The Role of Developing Nations in the Arms
Control Decision Process, by T. Holton. 1:123-29 Fall '71
Freedom of Exploration and Use in the Outer Space Treaty: A
Textual Analysis and Interpretation, by S. Gorove. 1:93-107 Fall
'71
International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages: Another
International Community Step Against Terrorism, by R. Rosen-
stock. 9:169-95 Summ '80
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: Back-




The Law of the High Seas in Time of Peace, by M.S. McDougal.
3:45-58 Sprg '73
Responses to Crimes of Discrimination and Genocide: An Appraisal
of the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination,
by W.M. Reisman. 1:29-64 Fall '71
The Right to Movement and Travel Abroad: Some Observations on
the U.N. Deliberations, by V.P. Nanda. 1:109-22 Fall '71
Treaty Acceptance in the African States, by A.P. Mutharika. 3:185-
96 Fall '73
United Nations Measures to Combat Racial Discrimination: Pro-
gress and Problems in Retrospect, by I.I. Dore. 10:299-330 Wntr
'81
Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
4:111-32 Sprg '74
Comment, Human Rights and Uganda's Expulsion of its Asian Mi-
norities. 3:107-15 Sprg '73
Comment, Legal Implications of Indian Nuclear Development.
4:237-56 Fall '74
Comment, The March on the Spanish Sahara: A Test of Interna-
tional Law. 6:95-121 Sprg '76
Comment, Peacekeeping Aspects of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty and Consequences for United Nations Peacekeeping.
10:113-53 Fall '80
Comment, Prospects for Nuclear Proliferation and its Control.
6:159-90 Sprg '76
Note, Treaty Termination and the Separation of Powers: The Con-
stitutional Controversy Continues in Goldwater v. Carter, 100
S.Ct. 533 (1979) (Mem.). 9:239-60 Summ '80
Development, ICJ Advisory Opinion: 1951 WHO-Egypt Treaty.
10:561-68 Sprg '81
Development, The Impact of Title VII Protection on FCN Treaties:
Conflict and Interpretation. 10:373-79 Wntr '81
Development, The Moon Treaty. 9:281-85 Summ '80
Development, The Proposed United States-Canada Income Tax
Treaty. 10:169-73 Fall '80
Development, Spiess v. C. Itoh & Co. (America), Inc.: Another
Chapter in the Continuing Conflict between FCN Treaties and
Title VII. 10:585-92 Sprg '81
UGANDA
Comment, Human Rights and Uganda's Expulsion of its Asian Mi-
nority. 3:107-15 Sprg '73
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (USSR)
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Soviet Tactics in Inter-
national Lawmaking, by J.N. Hazard. 7:9-32 Fall '77
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Faculty Comment, Marxian Socialist Law and the Law Reviews.
2:281-86 Fall '72
The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe: Implica-
tions for Soviet-American Detente, by D.G. Scrivner. 6:122-58
Sprg '76
Legal Aspects of the U.S.S.R. Grain Embargo, by J.R. Walczak.
10:279-97 Wntr '81
Comment, U.S. Human Rights Policy Toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe Toward the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
During the Carter Administration. 9:85-118 Wntr '80
Book Review, Soviet Law After Stalin, by D.D. Barry, G. Ginsburgs,
P.B. Maggs, & F.J.M. Feldbrugge (eds.) (Part 1, 1977; Part 2,
1978; & Part 3, 1979). Reviewed by E.D. Fryer. 10:391-95 Wntr
'81
Book Review, Word Politics: Verbal Strategy Among the Super-
powers, by T.M. Franck & E. Weisband (1971). Reviewed by V.P.
Nanda. 2:111-17 Sprg '72
UNITED NATIONS (UN)
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in National and International
Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:371-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Charting a New Course
in the Law of the Sea Negotiations, by J.N. Moore. 10:207-19
Wntr '81
Myres S. McDougal Distinguished Lecture, Global Human Rights:
Challenges and Prospects, by C.C. Ferguson. 8:367-77 Sprg '79
Faculty Comment, Revisions of the International Legal Order, by
P.C. Jessup. 10:1-10 Fall '80
An Address by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim. 6:1-8 Sprg '76
Collective Legitimization in International Organizations: Concept
and Practice, by T.L. Brewer. 2:73-88 Sprg '72
Determining the Extent of Admissibility of Reservations: Some
Considerations With Regard to the Third United Nations Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea, by L.L. Hazou. 9:69-83 Wntr '80
Freedom of Exploration and Use in the Outer Space Treaty: A
Textual Analysis and Interpretation, by S. Gorove. 1:93-107 Fall
'71
From Ghandi to Ghandi: International Legal Responses to the De-
struction of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in India,
by V.P. Nanda. 6:19-42 Sprg '76
International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages: Another
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SUBJECT MATTER
International Community Step Against Terrorism, by R. Rosen-
stock. 9:169-95 Summ '80
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: Back-
ground and Perspective on Article 9(1), by P. Hassan. 3:153-83
Fall '73
The Law of the High Seas in Time of Peace, by M.S. McDougal.
3:45-58 Sprg '73
Letter from U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim. 6:225 Spcl '76
National Minorities in International Law, by J.B. Kelly. 3:253-73
Fall '73
Old Orthodoxies Amid New Experiences: The South West Africa
(Namibia) Litigation and the Uncertain Jurisprudence of the
International Court of Justice, by E. Gordon. 1:65-92 Fall '71
The Right to Movement and Travel Abroad: Some Observations on
the U.N. Deliberations, by V.P. Nanda. 1:109-22 Fall '71
The Role of Interational Law and Institutions Toward Developing
a Global Plan of Action on Population, by V.P. Nanda. 3:1-44
Sprg '73
The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in the New United
Nations Procedures for Human Rights Complaints, by M.
Prasad. 5:441-62 Fall '75
Small Nations at the United Nations: The Experience of Singa-
pore, by S. Jayakumar. 3:95-106 Sprg '73
United Nations Measures to Combat Racial Discrimination: Pro-
gress and Problems in Retrospect, by I.I. Dore. 10:299-330 Wntr
'81
Comment, Human Rights and Uganda's Expulsion of its Asian Mi-
nority. 3:107-15 Sprg '73
Comment, The March on the Spanish Sahara: A Test of Interna-
tional Law. 6:95-121 Sprg '76
Comment, Peacekeeping Aspects of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty and Consequences for United Nations Peacekeeping.
10:113-53 Fall '80
Comment, Portugese Africa: A Brief History of United Nations In-
volvement. 4:133-51 Sprg '74
Comment, The United Nations Definition of Aggression: A Prelimi-
nary Analysis. 5:171-99 Sprg '75
Development, ICJ Advisory Opinion: 1951 WHO-Egypt Treaty.
10:561-68 Sprg '81
Development, The Moon Treaty. 9:281-85 Summ '80
Book Review, Fifteen Men on a Powder Keg: A History of the U.N.
Security Council, by A. Boyd (1971). Reviewed by G. Weissberg.
2:107-10 Sprg '72
UNITED STATES (U.S.)
Special Issue-Human Rights and U.S. Foreign Policy Under
Carter: A Preliminary Appraisal. 8:517-658 Spcl '79. See Sympo-
sia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
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Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
330 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Comment, The United States Export of Banned Products: Legal
and Moral Implications. 10:537-60 Sprg '81
Development, Fedorenko v. United States: The Memories and
Emotions of World War II Endure. 10:366-73 Wntr '81
Development, Fernandez v. Wilkinson: Making the United States
Accountable Under Customary International Law. 10:360-65
Wntr '81
Development, The Proposed United States-Canada Income Tax
Treaty. 10:169-73 Fall '80
Development, Rosado v. Civiletti Tests the United States-Mexico
Prisoner Transfer Treaty. 10:161-64 Fall '80
Book Review, War, Foreign Affairs, and Constitutional Power: The
Origins, by A.D. Sofaer (1976). Reviewed by M.G. Newkirk.
7:299-302 Sprg '78
Book Review, Word Politics: Verbal Strategy Among the Super-
powers, by T.M. Franck & E. Weisband (1971). Reviewed by V.P.
Nanda. 2:111-17 Sprg '72
VENEZUELA
U.S. Taxation of Export Operations: A Primer, by W.C. Gifford.
5:19-44 Sprg '75
WAR & PEACE
Special Issue-Soviet-American Trade in a Legal Perspective. 5:217-
370 Spcl '75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
Special Topic-The Middle East Consensus Project. 5:371-423 Fall
'75. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Faculty Comment, Politicide: The Necessity of an International
Court of Criminal Justice, by L. Kutner. 2:55-61 Sprg '72
Faculty Comment, Weapons Regulation, Military Necessity and
Legal Standards: Are Contemporary Department of Defense
"Practices" Inconsistent with Legal Norms?, by J.J. Paust. 4:229-
35 Fall '74
Measuring the Growth and Decay of Transnational Norms Rele-
vant to the Control of Violence: A Prospectus for Research, by
C.W. Kegley, Jr. 5:425-39 Fall '75
Money, Monopoly and the Contemporary World Order, by B.T.
Hopkins. 2:63-72 Sprg '72
World Peace Through Law, by C. Rhyne. 2:1-6 Sprg '72
Comment, French Nuclear Testing: A Crisis for International Law.
4:111-32 Sprg '74
Comment, The United Nations Definition of Aggression: A Prelimi-
nary Analysis. 5:171-99 Sprg '75
Book Review, War, Foreign Affairs, and Constitutional Power: The
Origins, by A.D. Sofaer (1976). Reviewed by M.G. Newkirk.




Symposium: Global Climatic Change. 10:463-535 Sprg '81. See Sym-
posia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in National and International
Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
International Control of River Water Pollution, by F.V. Witaschek.
2:35-54 Sprg '72
See also Climate, Environment, Natural Resources, Pollution,
Weather
WEATHER
Symposium: Global Climatic Change. 10:463-535 Sprg '81. See Sym-
posia/Special Topics index for specific contents.
Special Issue-Water Needs for the Future: Legal, Political, Eco-
nomic, and Technological Issues in National and International
Perspectives. 6:225-587 Spcl '76. See Symposia/Special Topics in-
dex for specific contents.
Special Topic-Domestic and International Aspects of Energy. 8:1-
366 Wntr '79. See Symposia/Special Topics index for specific
contents.
See also Climate, Pollution, Environment, Water Law
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO)
Development, ICJ Advisory Opinion: 1951 WHO-Egypt Treaty.
10:561-68 Sprg '81
WORLD ORDER
The Rising Utility of the Public International Corporation, by B.
Zagaris. 6:43-81 Sprg '76
Book Review, Human Rights and World Public Order: The Basic
Policies of an International Law of Human Dignity, by M.S. Mc-
Dougal, H.D. Lasswell, & L. Chen (1980). Reviewed by G.W.
Shepherd. 10:179-83 Fall '80
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